
14:08:28  From  Taylor Crisp : District 5 

14:10:21  From  Cyndy Knight : Thrilled to have Taylor as both parent and advocate!  Thank you 

Taylor for your work! 

14:10:35  From  Kyle Matheson : leg 32 

14:14:34  From  Cyndy Knight : We must build and fund our community housing options before 

burning the options down that currently exist. As a representative from the 16th district with little local 

access to 24 hr caregiving options for young children in need currently builds my concern that the few 

remaining options for families will also be closed without a Plan B. 

14:15:19  From  Intérprete Amanda : SLOWER PLEASE 

14:16:21  From  Lynn Krogseng : Cyndy's comment makes sense. I think the danger is that with 

communities dragging their feet getting to the more robust community housing. 

14:16:56  From  Kyle Matheson : for the interpter pleasenslow down 

14:17:04  From  Taylor Crisp : Thank you Cyndy 

14:18:46  From  Diana Stadden   to   Taylor Crisp(Direct Message) : Please remind people to speak 

slowly for the interpreters. 

14:18:55  From  Diana Stadden   to   Jennifer Ranney(Direct Message) : Please remind people to 

speak slowly for the interpreters. 

14:19:00  From  Justin Maxwell : I have a hope SSI  well learn to listen  also instutions are not safe 

at all we must move our community into a good enviorment where others can help  with more providers 

and caregivers. 

14:19:22  From  Jennifer Ranney   to   Diana Stadden(Direct Message) : Done! 

14:19:52  From  Kristina Brown   to   Diana Stadden(Direct Message) : Hi, Diana! When we last 

spoke, I believe you wanted me to speak at this meeting. I'm prepared if you need me, but didn't see 

myself on the agenda. It's no problem either way, but wanted to check with you so I'm prepared. 

14:21:53  From  Jacob Pollowitz : Thanks Stacy! 

14:22:00  From  Courtney Williams : Thank you, Stacy! 

14:22:08  From  Martha Maier : Thanks Stacy, are there any specific bills on housing we should be 

asking legislators to support? 

14:22:22  From  Joe Cunningham : Thank you so much Stacy! 

14:24:05  From  Stacy Dym : Yes, the Governor's Budget has a good DD Housing Set Aside as part 

of his larger Housing package.  $25M (with $15M part of the referendum).  There will be a bill coming or 

a budget proviso for $20M into Set Aside - we will watch for that.  There is also likely a Real Estate tax 

bill coming that creates a DD Housing account.  OK to let legislators know about this!   

14:25:08  From  Justin Maxwell : awesome stacy 



14:25:22  From  Diana Stadden   to   Kristina Brown(Direct Message) : I am so sorry! I remember 

we talked about it but I forgot to add it to the agenda. We are running ahead of time so let me try to slip 

you in after the break. 

14:25:36  From  Kristina Brown   to   Diana Stadden(Direct Message) : Thanks so much! I'll be 

brief. 

14:26:43  From  Stacy Dym : Family supports we are advocating for include MORE VOUCHERS, 

family housng in low income developments, down payment programs, home ownership programs.  We 

want to support famlies to care for their family members for as long as they want to and can, too.  

Families are the long  term care providres for most people with DD.  

14:26:44  From  The Arc of Washington State   to   Diana Stadden(Direct Message) : Diana, I am 

going to leave and come back on as myself (not Stacy).  Let me back in.  Thanks, Bean 

14:27:54  From  Stacy Dym : Captial Budget = brick and mortar!   Operating budget = residential 

support services and rates for workforce 

14:28:02  From  Stacy Dym : We need all 3! 

14:28:17  From  Courtney Williams : lovely! 

14:31:33  From  Julie Clark : I agree 

14:32:22  From  Eric Warwick (she/her) | The Arc of King County : yes 

14:33:04  From  Brandi Monts : Sorry I froze up on the hotel internet! 

14:33:42  From  Stacy Dym : We got you, Brandi!  Thanks for coming in! Join in when you can! 

14:34:03  From  Joe Cunningham : I'm now chairing the King County DD Advisory Board, so am 

stepping up trying to do a lot more this legislative session.  Happy to collaborate on anything and keep in 

touch.  I've also started a contract lobbying/public affairs business so am working on legislation related 

to guardianship and health care access. 

14:34:30  From  Joe Cunningham : sorry everyone oops 

14:37:55  From  Christina Frye, Trillium (she) : well said Courtney, thanks! 

14:39:38  From  Diana Stadden   to   Jennifer Ranney(Direct Message) : Kristina Brown is here to 

talk about early childhood issues 

14:39:59  From  Diana Stadden   to   Taylor Crisp(Direct Message) : Kristina Brown is here to talk 

about early childhood issues 

14:40:46  From  Diana Stadden : 10 minute break, back at 10:50 

14:43:00  From  Kyle Matheson : try 2 50 

14:43:41  From  Diana Stadden   to   Jennifer Ranney(Direct Message) : Lets relaunch the 2nd poll 

14:44:29  From  Diana Stadden   to   Taylor Crisp(Direct Message) : Lets relaunch the 2nd poll 



14:46:31  From  Cyndy Knight : In areas of the state that have not had access to any support from 

an RHC, and to see the climb of funds dedicated to these facilities, I would suggest these funds used in 

the sale of these institutions be used to build residential/supported homes, throughout the state to 

better serve rural communities.  My fear is that the state will continue to push individuals into 

functioning rural communities that will then not have space to serve the community members that 

actually reside in that community.  Keep our fantastic individuals being served in an RHC in the 

communities they reside (near current institutions) in smaller housing options, relocating them to rural 

areas begs the question in resource allocation...will it continue to be for urban areas or rural as well? 

14:51:29  From  Justin Maxwell : i think cyndy there better things then living in an institution, i do 

live in a place that is rurel likewise i am ok and i think with transerportation programs we well be fine. 

14:51:45  From  Intérprete Amanda : SLOWER PLEASE 

14:51:56  From  Blaine Huizinga : Reacted to "SLOWER PLEASE" with      

14:54:43  From  Stacy Dym : The new DD Housing Study makes it clear that there are still 13 

counties that have NO DD Housing inventory/homes - we have many homes to build in every community 

so people can live in community at a rate they can afford.  Let's hope we fill in some of those gaps wtih 

more funds this session.   

14:55:19  From  Patty Delgado : Reacted to "The new DD Housing S..." with       

14:55:38  From  Justin Maxwell : i would love to see that here in Kitsap county stacy. 

14:56:03  From  Stacy Dym : There is a vehicle to transfer assets back to DD community when 

RHCs close - its the Dan Thompson Account.  CMS rules say when an RHC closes, community housing 

cannot be build on same grounds - so the land asset also has to transfer.   

14:57:11  From  Intérprete Amanda : SLOWER PLEASE 

14:57:46  From  Rachel Wasser : Katrina, thank you for being vulnerable and sharing the story. It’s 

devastating and isolating. Big hugs to you. 

14:58:43  From  Stacy Dym : All know we cannot have immediate plans to close any facilities until 

we have a robust community system.  WE do need to plan!  We also have many people stuck in 

hospitals, and elderly parent caregivers who cannot plan for the future.  A robust community system is 

imperative.  

14:59:55  From  Cyndy Knight : Bravo Katrina!  We are currently helping a single mom with a 

daughter in a similar crisis of lack of support/access to 24 care!! There is no place for true help, and we 

are seeing this exact scenario in Walla Walla/Columbia County. 

15:01:22  From  Justin Maxwell : i can agree stacy but having people in there life who can assist 

them in there needs as RHCS are not any better. 

15:01:28  From  Rachel Wasser : Katrina Davis, Im a critical care nurse. I  work in a hospital in 

Vancouver. We don’t  have a SW that specializes in IDD. It’s the same here. Capacity is at complete crisis. 

There is no training with IDD for hospital workers. I would love to connect with you. 



15:02:03  From  Stacy Dym : Being stuck anywhere is intolerable.   

15:02:08  From  Christina Frye, Trillium (she) : Rachel, I'm in Vancouver as well. I'd love to 

connect! 

15:03:27  From  Stacy Dym : Thank you so much for sharing your story and those of others you 

are supporting, Katrina.   

15:03:37  From  Blaine Huizinga : Thank you, Katrina for sharing 

15:04:01  From  Stacy Dym : Hi Erin!  We are so happy you are hear and thank you so much for 

sharing your family story.   

15:04:34  From  Peggy DiSalle SafeinHome : LOVE Ryan!!!! 

15:05:55  From  Katrina Davis, Parent and Family Advocate Seattle Children's UW : Katrina Davis, 

Parent and Family Advocate at Seattle Children's Emergency Department  

Katrina.davis@seattlechildrens.org for work-related question and katrinaKdavis@yahoo.com for 

parent/personal related questions and comments.  Thank you. 

15:09:00  From  Justin Maxwell : i can understand,  that  i don't think people are doing there job 

as from what you said people should have helped him.... 

15:09:52  From  Cyndy Knight : I absolutely believe your limited choice and reluctance.  Options 

are not available, even for the RHC's to Eastern Wa families. 

15:11:02  From  Tanika Aden : Thank you for sharing those POWERFUL stories      

15:11:11  From  Peggy DiSalle SafeinHome : We're here for you Erin!! 

15:11:30  From  Peggy DiSalle SafeinHome : and for Ryan! 

15:11:39  From  Courtney Williams : thank you, Erin for sharing your story 

15:11:48  From  Rachel Wasser : Erin. You are an amazing advocate for your son. I am so sorry for 

what your family has been through. Your story I believe is one of many and every word you speak gives 

them voice. Thank you. 

15:11:50  From  Jennifer Ranney : So powerful, thank you - we are with you     

15:12:06  From  Stacy Dym : Hey Doreen!  We love seeing you!   

15:12:26  From  Shawn Latham : Thanks Erin for sharing yours and Ryan’s story 

15:12:33  From  Katrina Davis, Parent and Family Advocate Seattle Children's UW : RHCs are very 

difficult to access even when parents want their child placed in WA.  We don't want RHCs but as we 

close them, we need to backfill the intensity of supports required to keep our loved ones safe in a 

therapeutic community-based long and short-term placement services so they can return to the 

community. 

15:13:27  From  Justin Maxwell : well there are support as  they should not have to put people in 

a RHC, i feel for ya though. 



15:13:47  From  Darci Ladwig : Parity of Place 

15:13:53  From  Cyndy Knight : Absolutely Katrina, you are such a valuable advocate, keep sharing 

your story even if it is difficult.  The system must change. 

15:14:36  From  Mona Fuerstenau : Can you spell that word  Kefra? 

15:14:41  From  Mona Fuerstenau : or Tefra? 

15:14:43  From  Stacy Dym : TEFRA 

15:14:48  From  Rachel Wasser : YES YES YES 

15:15:24  From  Mona Fuerstenau : stands for what? 

15:15:26  From  Justin Maxwell : my parents were told twice i was not elidgible for DDA  because i 

am not disabled enough.... well.. DDA should be for every single person with IDD 

15:15:29  From  Stacy Dym : Its part of a finance reform act (FRA)  

15:15:50  From  Mona Fuerstenau : thanks! 

15:16:02  From  Stacy Dym : TEFRA would allow working families to buy into Medicaid even if not 

DDA eligible 

15:16:47  From  Justin Maxwell : i should tell my parent that stacy. 

15:19:56  From  Michele Lehosky : Reacted to "i should tell my par..." with       

15:21:47  From  Taylor Crisp : Ramona is an education guru 

15:24:33  From  Doreen VanderVort : Report on TEFRA- 

https://www.hca.wa.gov/assets/program/tax-equity-fiscal-responsibility-act-katie-beckett-waivers-

20201015.pdf 

15:25:01  From  Diana Stadden   to   Kristina Brown(Direct Message) : I'm going to have you go 

next. 

15:25:15  From  Eric Warwick (she/her) | The Arc of King County : Reacted to "Report on TEFRA- 

htt..." with      

15:25:28  From  Kristina Brown   to   Diana Stadden(Direct Message) : Perfect! Mine dovetails 

really nicely with Ramona's. 

15:26:06  From  Jake Murray : According to SUperintendant Reykdal, the cap is illegal as it violates 

IDEA.  

 

“There’s absolutely inconsistency between our state budget and federal disability laws,” Reykdal said. “I 

think (the cap is) fundamentally inconsistent with federal law.” 

15:26:35  From  Kristina Brown : I can't see how he can be wrong about that. The cap is ridiculous. 



15:27:27  From  Jake Murray : OSPI requested removal of the cap this year. Unfortunately no bill 

was written to do that, but we are looking at a possible cap increase. It's a bandaid over a bullet hole, 

but it's better then nothing. Hopefully we'll see it removed sooner then later. 

15:28:11  From  Taylor Crisp : That's a good point Jake wonder if that can be implemented next 

15:28:42  From  Diana Stadden : Jake, HB 1436 was introduced today, eliminates the cap, fully 

funds special education 

15:28:56  From  Jake Murray :        

15:28:59  From  Taylor Crisp : awesome! 

15:29:04  From  Kristina Brown : Reacted to "Jake, HB 1436 was in..." with      

15:29:08  From  Michelle O'Dell, Thurston DD Coalition :        

15:29:27  From  Stacy Dym : HB 1305 and HB 1436 are keys bill addressing these issues. 

15:29:50  From  Justin Maxwell : i agree  it needs  to be removed  i don't approve of that as i am 

glad the bill was passed. 

15:30:21  From  Elizabeth Rhonemus : They are traumatizing 

15:31:03  From  Justin Maxwell : yes likewise Elizabeth. 

15:31:58  From  Rachel Wasser : Is there anything geared toward assisting families in treatment 

for kids that have been traumatized by restraint and isolation? 

15:32:01  From  Julia K Anderson : Yes - I am VERY interested in pursuing the issues at the non-

public education options 

15:32:34  From  Jake Murray : Thank you Ramona for explaining this very clearly and calmly. I get 

very heated on this topic, and greatly appreciate the level of decorum shown here. Thank you so much 

15:32:43  From  Katrina Davis, Parent and Family Advocate Seattle Children's UW : Ramona 

Hattendorf is a national treasure! And one amazing, effective, and compassionate advocate who has the 

magic ability to clearly explain complex topics! 

15:32:47  From  Julia K Anderson : WOW - Rock Star Ramona!!! 

15:32:49  From  Kristina Brown : Replying to "Thank you Ramona for..." 

 

I second this! 

15:33:18  From  Rachel Wasser : Ramona!!! Thank you for all the information!! 

15:33:19  From  Justin Maxwell : i don't like idea of  doing that to children  so thanks romona. 

15:33:36  From  Eric Warwick (she/her) | The Arc of King County : What was the bill number? I 

typed in 1496 and couldn't find one for this session? 



15:34:04  From  Emily Fung : Could be 1436 Eric 

15:34:06  From  Julia K Anderson : Did Brandi want to get back in? 

15:34:19  From  Stacy Dym : 1436 and 1305 

15:34:32  From  Diana Stadden : HB 1436 

15:36:49  From  Tanika Aden : Reacted to "Thank you Ramona for..." with      

15:37:21  From  Justin Maxwell : worked for me but isolating children  from there peers, i like that 

bill as i think it well be beinfectial 

15:37:43  From  Elizabeth Rhonemus : I'm on board 

15:38:03  From  Kristina Brown : Kristina.Brown@Kindering.org -- We're working on a bill to 

increase special education funding for children birth to three 

15:38:08  From  Elizabeth Rhonemus : kissredwolf@yahoo.com is my email 

15:38:14  From  Jennifer Ranney : Thank you! 

15:38:17  From  Kristina Brown : Reacted to "kissredwolf@yahoo.co..." with      

15:38:25  From  Taylor Crisp : Reacted to "kissredwolf@yahoo.co..." with      

15:38:40  From  Elizabeth Rhonemus : Reacted to "kissredwolf@yahoo.co..." with      

15:38:43  From  Elizabeth Rhonemus : Removed a      reaction from "kissredwolf@yahoo.co..." 

15:38:44  From  Elizabeth Rhonemus : Reacted to "kissredwolf@yahoo.co..." with      

15:38:47  From  Eric Warwick (she/her) | The Arc of King County : Replying to "HB 1436" 

 

Great, thank you! 

15:39:17  From  Justin Maxwell : i agree diane 

15:39:25  From  Tanika Aden : Reacted to "i agree diane" with      

15:40:09  From  Jennifer Ranney : YES, Diana! 

15:40:10  From  Julia K Anderson : Reacted to "Kristina.Brown@Kinde..." with      

15:40:31  From  Cyndy Knight : In our community, access to inclusive preschool is limited to 

parent income (some parents qualify for inclusion for their child in Headstart/Ecap) however there is not 

the option for parents who do not fall on poverty guidelines. These kids are placed in a developmental 

preschool.  Transitional Kindergarten (even with its lack of guidelines) seems to be a fitting inclusive 

option for high earning families. 

15:41:07  From  Patty Delgado : What about the families who can't afford to visit their loves out 

of the state? 



15:41:14  From  Kristina Brown : I meant to mention -- we're doing a Day on the Hill on Feb 1 to 

advocate for early supports/special education for infants and toddlers birth to three! Again, if you want 

to join, please feel free to be in touch Kristina.Brown@Kindering.org. 

15:41:26  From  Katrina Davis, Parent and Family Advocate Seattle Children's UW   to   Diana 

Stadden(Direct Message) : Diana! Thank you for sharing this. Imagine what we could do with that 

funding currently used to send kids out of state. 

15:41:34  From  Tanika Aden : Reacted to "I meant to mention -..." with        

15:41:41  From  Justin Maxwell : i agree i don't like how the money is used there are better ways 

to use the funding. 

15:41:55  From  Patty Delgado : DDA doesn't cover parents or Guarsdian travel cost. 

15:42:35  From  Katrina Davis, Parent and Family Advocate Seattle Children's UW : Diana! Thank 

you for sharing this. Imagine what we could do with that funding currently used to send kids out of 

state. I have an endless list of parents who want to share their story of their child out-of-state, stuck in 

the hospital or cycling crisis--isolated and unsafe in the family home 

15:43:01  From  Rachel Wasser : So sorry have to go pick up a kiddo! Thanks everyone for all the 

great info, contributions and amazing advocacy.! 

15:43:29  From  Julia K Anderson : How will we all see a list of all the bills coming up this session? 

15:43:33  From  Darcy Mize : I did not hear anything particular about temporary respite 

services..... 

15:43:42  From  Ramona Hattendorf : IEP process, FAPE bill - HB 1305/Pollet 

15:43:46  From  Joe Cunningham   to   Diana Stadden(Direct Message) : Thank you Diana for all 

you do!  Very powerful motivational words.  You are SOOO appreciated! 

15:44:06  From  Julia K Anderson : Does ARC publish a weekly summary/legistlative agenda? 

15:44:16  From  Ramona Hattendorf : Nonpublic agency bill - SB 5315/Wilson C 

15:44:18  From  SUSAN ADELMAN : Can someone review what the reception would be like 

tonight 

15:44:22  From  Joe Cunningham : Diana - great overview and words of motivation to us as we go 

forward! 

15:44:40  From  Ramona Hattendorf : School bus safety bill - HB 1118/Mosbrucker 

15:45:15  From  Peggy DiSalle SafeinHome : Excited to experience my first Legislative Reception! 

15:45:39  From  Eric Warwick (she/her) | The Arc of King County : Are there any legislators from 

the 3rd? 

15:45:55  From  Brandi Monts : Replying to "How will we all see ..." 

 



Here is the link where the updated bill tracker is posted for the Arc of WA: https://arcwa.org/wp-

content/uploads/sites/35/2023/01/Bills-of-Interest-1-18-23.pdf 

15:46:03  From  Eric Warwick (she/her) | The Arc of King County : Reacted to "Here is the link 

whe..." with      

15:46:06  From  Julia K Anderson : Replying to "How will we all see ..." 

 

thanks much! 

15:46:10  From  Ramona Hattendorf : Funding bill that removes cap, increases spec ed funding 

preK to grade 12, and  invests in inclusionary practices program: HB 1436/Pollet 

15:46:55  From  Katrina Davis, Parent and Family Advocate Seattle Children's UW : Three cheers 

for the Arc Bill of Interest Tracker!  https://arcwa.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/35/2023/01/Bills-of-

Interest-1-18-23.pdf 

15:47:15  From  Tanika Aden : Reacted to "Three cheers for the..." with      

15:47:33  From  Courtney Criss : A child who qualifies for developmental preschool can be placed 

in a "regular preschool classroom" even if not able to qualify by income.  

https://www.arcsno.org/about-us/the-arc-amplified/264-inclusion-starts-in-preschool 

15:47:40  From  Eric Warwick (she/her) | The Arc of King County : Reacted to "Three cheers for 

the..." with      

15:47:48  From  Cyndy Knight : Is there an option to connect virtually to the reception?  The 16th 

District is perhaps one of the furthest from Olympia. 

15:48:19  From  Brandi Monts : January 18th: Statewide IDD Legislative Reception, 5:30 to 7:00 

pm  

Register: https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZUtdeCsqDgvGtdTeBb8wkoPnhnwrcTb6xGO 

15:48:59  From  SUSAN ADELMAN : @Cyndy, I think it is all virtual :-) 

15:49:51  From  Kristina Brown : Reacted to "Three cheers for the..." with      

15:50:58  From  Terri Hansen : My name is terri hansen i do have a coment 

15:51:25  From  Jacob Pollowitz : Thanks Diana! 

15:51:55  From  SUSAN ADELMAN : Creating connections makes a big difference 

15:54:23  From  Katrina Davis, Parent and Family Advocate Seattle Children's UW : Please do send 

parents/families my way who have children, teens, or adults who were stuck in the hospital, sent out of 

state, or cycling in unsafe and isolating crisis. I'd be happy to help them advocate, which includes 

connecting to our all-star advocates at Arc of WA.   And connecting them for support with other 

parents/caregivers/families struggling with the same issues and other advocacy pathways.   

Katrina.davis@seattlechildrens.org 



15:56:28  From  Julie Clark : I don't have any questions 

15:57:24  From  Diana Stadden : Glad you are here Julie! 

15:57:45  From  Shawn Latham : Diana would you be able to save the chat and send that to us? 

15:58:19  From  Diana Stadden : yes, the chat will be saved and posted with the video 

15:59:05  From  Shawn Latham : Perfect thank you and thanks to all the speakers today 

15:59:27  From  Doreen VanderVort : thank you all I have a hard stop at 4 thank you all so much! 

15:59:38  From  Patty Delgado : Thank you All for the hard work! 

15:59:59  From  Sandi Gruberg : Thanks. Taylor! 

16:00:17  From  Joe Cunningham : Thank you Taylor and Jennifer for your great work! 

16:00:18  From  Kristina Brown : Reacted to "yes, the chat will b..." with      

16:00:26  From  Blaine Huizinga : Reacted to "Thank you Taylor and..." with       

16:00:34  From  Michelle O'Dell, Thurston DD Coalition : Thank you DDC, Arc of WA, Jennifer and 

Taylor.  Strong work!!! 

16:00:39  From  Tanika Aden : Thank you everyone. Great program! 

16:00:42  From  Katrina Davis, Parent and Family Advocate Seattle Children's UW : Taylor and 

Jennifer: you are am amazing facilitators. The session was organized, clear, inspiring, hopeful, and 

POWERFUL. Thank you.  Go young people. :) 

16:00:43  From  David Lord : The briefing was informative and overall just so well done--as usual. 

Speakers were great! I look forward to the reception tonight.  Thanks! 

16:00:56  From  Julie Clark : yes can you help me with my video 

16:01:03  From  Jennifer Ranney : Incredible information - thank you all! 

16:01:15  From  Blaine Huizinga : Reacted to "Taylor and Jennifer:..." with       

16:01:53  From  Katrina Davis, Parent and Family Advocate Seattle Children's UW : Huge self-

advocate turnout.                 The heart and the reason for our work. 

16:01:55  From  Brandi Monts : Julie I can help you 

16:02:04  From  Elizabeth Hutton : Thank you everyone! 

16:02:14  From  Scott Livengood : Thank you, everyone!  Thank you, Diana! 

16:02:17  From  Martha Maier : Thank you all. See some of you later at the reception! 

16:02:33  From  Michelle O'Dell, Thurston DD Coalition : I second Katrina!  Awesome self-

advocates!! 

16:03:27  From  Taylor Crisp : awesome parents too 


